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Abstract
Driving under the influence (DUI) is one of the main causes of traffic accidents, often leading to severe life and property losses. Setting up sobriety checkpoints on certain roads is the most commonly used practice to identify DUI-drivers in many countries worldwide. However, setting up checkpoints according to the police’s experiences may not be effective for ignoring the strategic interactions between the police and DUI-drivers, particularly when inspecting resources are limited. To remedy this situation, we adapt the classic Stackelberg security game (SSG) to a new SSG-DUI game to describe the strategic interactions in catching DUI-drivers. SSG-DUI features drivers’ bounded rationality and social knowledge sharing among them, thus realizing improved real-world fidelity. With SSG-DUI, we propose OPRADI, a systematic approach for advising better strategies in setting up checkpoints. We perform extensive experiments to evaluate it in simulated environments, contexts reconstructed from real-world data, and preliminary deployments, in collaborating with a Chinese city’s police bureau. The results reveal its effectiveness in improving police’s real-world operations, thus having significant practical potentials.

Introduction
Traffic accidents, particularly those caused by driving under the influence (DUI) of alcohol or drugs, often lead to significant life and property losses. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)’s statistics, more than 7,000 people died from DUI in the United States in 2020 (NHTSA 2022). Currently, identifying DUI cases mostly relies on the traffic police officers’ efforts in setting up checkpoints on certain roads to examine the sobriety of drivers passing through (Erke, Goldenbeld, and Vaa 2009). Once identified as a DUI-driver, one faces severe punishments, including monetary penalties, driving license revoking, or even imprisonment (Yao, Johnson, and Beck 2014). Thus, a DUI-driver, if still having any sense left, would try to avoid being caught by the police, while the police hope to catch DUI-drivers as many as possible after setting up checkpoints.

Therefore, the police and DUI-drivers are opponents of each other. Due to limited resources, the police have to determine where to set up checkpoints to maximize the effectiveness of catching DUI-drivers (Elder et al. 2002). Meanwhile, DUI-drivers may deliberately choose some routes to reduce the chance of being caught. Hence, the two parties form a game where they are the players, and their strategies are selecting the locations of checkpoints and driving routes, respectively. Here, such a game has several practical restrictions, (1) the checkpoints can only be set at a very limited number of locations; (2) even a small city’s road system is often complex enough to allow a DUI-driver find an escape route. Therefore, determining the potential checkpoints is a strategic resource allocation optimization problem for the police under certain practical constraints; (3) a checkpoint cannot be changed in a period, resulting in some drivers may gradually learn its locations by certain means; and (4) some people may help their friends escape by sharing the locations of checkpoints.

Conventionally, such a problem is approached with the Stackelberg security game (Yin et al. 2010) where DUI-drivers are attackers and the police are the defender. For instance, assuming that DUI-drivers could observe the defender’s strategy, Jie et al. (2017, 2020) use SSGs to model DUI-drivers and the police’s strategic interactions and compute the Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium (SSE) to offer an optimal strategy to the police. However, these conventional models in literature often fail to consider the above four restrictions faithfully in describing real-world DUI inspections, making the SSE (if exists) less desirable.

Thus, we propose a novel extension (SSG-DUI) to the classic SSG to address the police’s problem of finding an effective strategy for setting up sobriety checkpoints in real-world contexts. In our model, the attackers are restricted by their bounded rationality (Simon 1990), i.e., they have inaccurate prior knowledge about the police (the defender)’s inspection strategy but may learn it via certain ways. In addition, we acknowledge the existence of social knowledge sharing among drivers (DUI-drivers and sober drivers); they may share the current locations of checkpoints for some reasons, e.g., social reputation (Sanfey 2007). Thus, both shall be viewed as attackers though having distinct payoffs.

Based on SSG-DUI, we propose a systemic approach named OPRADI (Optimization for Police Resources Allocation in Drive under the Influence Inspection) to advise effective strategies to the police. With the help from a small
Chinese city (Chiping)’s police bureau, we do not only evaluate the OPRADI’s effectiveness in simulated environments, but also test its usefulness in complex real-world contexts. Particularly, our empirical evaluation reveals that OPRADI can offer a much more effective (2.72 times higher regarding the police’s payoff strategy) to the police than what is currently being used. Specifically, our contributions are tri-fold:

1. SSG-DUI, a novel extension to the SSG, which features DUI-drivers’ bounded rationality and knowledge sharing, thereby achieving high fidelity in reflecting reality;
2. OPRADI, a systematic approach advising the police effective strategies for setting up checkpoints;
3. Extensive evaluations of OPRADI, highlighting its effectiveness in real-world police operations with the assistance from the police bureau of Chiping.

Moreover, per the agreement with the police bureau of Chiping, OPRADI is currently deployed to its operations, and the preliminary outcomes are encouraging.

### Background and Related Work

DUI inspection is a typical scenario involving both attackers (the drivers) and defenders (the police) who act sequentially. Thus, it could be abstracted as Stackelberg Security Games (SSGs) \( (\text{Paruchuri et al. 2007}; \text{Pita et al. 2008}; \text{Yin et al. 2010}). \) In an SSG, a defender must determine a limited number of targets to put their limited resources on, to fight against an attacker’s potential attacks. Meanwhile, an attacker can observe and learn the defender’s strategy, i.e., how the defender’s resources are deployed, and choose actions of attack after some deliberations.

The SSGs framework naturally fits many real-world scenarios and has been applied to solving many practical problems, resulting in dozens of successful international deployments. For instance, in cybersecurity, researchers often use it to deal with problems such as information privacy \( (\text{Alvim et al. 2017}; \text{Shokri 2015}), \) intrusion detection systems \( (\text{Sen-gupta et al. 2018}; \text{Zhu and Başar 2013}; \text{Roy et al. 2021}), \) obfuscation & deception \( (\text{Clark et al. 2012}; \text{Pawlick and Zhu 2017}; \text{Zhu et al. 2012}), \) etc. Besides, in tackling social problems, \textit{Fang} et al. developed and deployed SSG applications for poaching and illegal fishing prevention \( (\text{Fang, Stone, and Tambe 2015}). \) Meanwhile, many factors were introduced into the classic SSGs to better describe real-world scenarios. Such factors include the existence of informant \( (\text{Shen et al. 2020}), \) attackers’ memory limitations \( (\text{Nguyen et al. 2013}), \) and so on. Interested readers may refer to some quite comprehensive recent surveys \( (\text{Kar et al. 2018}; \text{Singha et al. 2018}). \)

In an SSG, the defender’s mixed strategy is the probability distribution over deploying a set of resources on targets to be protected, while an attacker’s mixed strategy is the probability distribution of attacking a target \( (\text{Yin et al. 2010}). \) If a target \( i \) is attacked and it is protected by the defender, the defender gets a reward \( R^{d}_i \) and the attacker receives a penalty \( P^{a}_i \). But if target \( i \) is not protected, the defender gets a penalty \( P^{d}_i \) and the attacker receives a reward \( R^{a}_i \). For a defender strategy \( S = \{ s_i \} \), where \( s_i \) is the probability of protecting target \( i \), the players’ expected utilities when target \( i \) is attacked are:

\[
\begin{align*}
U^{a}_{i} &= s_iR^{a}_i + (1-s_i)P^{a}_i \quad (1) \\
U^{d}_{i} &= s_iR^{d}_i + (1-s_i)P^{d}_i \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

SSGs’ characteristics make them particularly suitable for modeling, exploring, and deriving solutions for certain traffic violations involving police and offenders \( (\text{Yoo and Langari 2013}; \text{Rosenfeld and Kraus 2017}; \text{Guo et al. 2016}). \) \textit{Jie et al. (2017)} suggested that catching DUI-drivers could be modeled as a zero-sum SSG and proposed an OISDD algorithm to compute the optimal strategy for allocating scarce police resources. \textit{Guo et al. (2016)} proposed the Network Flow Interdiction Game (NIFG) model, a variant of Stackelberg game model, to detect illegal network flow. Later, \textit{Jie et al. (2020)} modeled the DUI-drivers inspecting scenario as a network interdiction problem and considered factors such as the traffic network’s scalability and the attackers’ diversity, aiming at improving the expressiveness of their models \( (\text{Jie et al. 2020}). \) However, these approaches had several key shortcomings: (1) they assumed the DUI-drivers can fully observe the defender’s strategy ahead of their actions; (2) they omitted the knowledge sharing among drivers; (3) sober drivers might also engage in the game by sharing police’s strategies they observed with DUI-drivers, thus are attackers too. These shortcomings thus limited the potentials in real-world applications.

### A Motivating Scenario

The police’s goal is to catch DUI-drivers as many as possible by setting up checkpoints on some selected roads based on their experiences. Meanwhile, if DUI-drivers decide to drive, they want to minimize the chance of being caught. For the police, when and where a specific DUI driver will appear are hard to predict, though they may have some rough estimates. For a DUI-driver, learning the police’s strategy is non-trivial since they can only directly observe a couple of blocks in the city. However, they might indirectly get some partial knowledge about checkpoints from their friends via a distributed knowledge sharing process, e.g., one might send their friends an SMS saying “Be careful, police are checking drunk drivers on the xxx street.”, which effectively results that more and more DUI drivers may (partially) figure out the police’s strategy. Consider the following scenario.

\textit{Two drivers} \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) who just had a decent dinner were going to drive home \( (\text{from A to B on the map shown in Fig. 1}). \) While at dinner, \( d_1 \) did not drink alcohol for some reason and left earlier; \( d_2 \) had a few shots and decided to play some billiards before going home. On the way \( (e_1) \) to \( B \), \( d_1 \) saw that a few cops were setting up a checkpoint. “Oh, my gosh! \( d_2 \) will get a heavy ticket if he drives through here. I shall warn him,” \( d_1 \) thought. So, he pulled over his car and sent his current location to \( d_2 \), saying, “Hey dude, avoid this place; otherwise cops will catch you!” \( d_2 \) heard his cell phone beeping and then read \( d_1 \)’s message. \textit{He immediately decided to take another route} \( (e_2). \) Thirty minutes later, he arrived home \( (B) \), took a long breath, “what a lucky night!”
The above story can be abstracted as a typical SSG. $d_1$ and $d_2$ were attackers, and the police were defenders. In the beginning, both had zero knowledge about the strategy of defenders (checkpoints on $e_1$) because they could only observe a limited spatial scope\(^1\). Let us shamelessly assume $d_1$ and $d_2$ could only choose routes from either $e_1$ or $e_2$, which were basically indifferent to them. In case $d_1$ did not share the information to $d_2$, the police would have 50% probability to catch $d_2$. But once $d_1$ shared the information to $d_2$, the drunk driver could update his prior knowledge about the defender’s strategy and therefore chose $e_2$, voiding the police’s efforts and increasing the potential public safety risks. This story demonstrates the importance of considering the limited scope of attackers and knowledge sharing among the attackers (drunk and sober drivers) in shaping the game’s dynamics. However, such factors have been long ignored in the literature.

### SSG-DUI Game: Definitions and Notations

To better reflect the real-world DUI inspections, we define a new game structure SSG-DUI as follows.

**The Game:** The SSG-DUI game is a special form of SSG between one defender (the police) and multiple attackers $A$ indexed by $a_i$ (DUI-drivers and sober drivers sharing knowledge\(^2\)) on a traffic network $G$ with nodes $V$ (each node represents a crossing) and $E$ edges (each edge represents a road section between any two adjacent crossings). Once the checkpoint is set up, it could not move since moving checkpoints could be costly for interrupting traffic flows which might cause potential traffic dangers and accidents.

**The Strategies:** (i) The defender can only set $N$ ($N \ll E$) stationary checkpoints and chooses a mixed strategy at the beginning of the game. (ii) DUI-drivers choose routes on $G$ based on their knowledge about the defender’s strategy and share knowledge with a limited number (up to $F$) of friends;

\(^1\)In a general sense, this is resulting from one’s bounded rationality (Simon 1990) in practical decision-making.

\(^2\)In the rest of the paper, we simply assume that sober drivers who do not share knowledge do not participate in the game.

Sober drivers participate in the game only by sharing knowledge. (iii) Attackers would update their limited knowledge once receiving the message from their friends containing knowledge about the checkpoints.

**The Defender’s Mixed Strategy:** The mixed strategy of the defender is defined as the probability distribution of setting checkpoints on $E$, denoted by $S$ which is an $E-$dimensional vector. We use $C_i$ to represent the chance of inspecting an attacker $a_i$ regardless of one’s sobriety.

**The Payoff Structure:** (i) The attacker $a_i$ would receive either a reward $R^d_i$ if not being caught by the police or a penalty $P^s_i$ if being caught by the police. Attackers will also share a message about the defender’s strategy and get a small fixed payoff $p_s$. For sober drivers, $R^s_i$ and $P^s_i$ are equal to 0. (ii) The defender will get a payoff $R^d_i$ for catching DUI-drivers.

With the mixed strategy of the defender, the defender aim to maximize his expected utility:

$$U^d = \sum_i R^d_i * C_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

And the expected utility of the attacker $A_i$ is:

$$U^a_i = P^a_i * C_i + R^d_i * (1 - C_i) + p_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Therefore, the defender’s target is to maximize the expected total utility satisfying the vNM theory (Von Neumann and Morgenstern 1947).

**An Attacker’s Knowledge:** The knowledge represents an attacker’s dynamic beliefs about the defender’s mixed strategy. In the early stage, there shall be a substantial divergence between an attacker’s belief and the defender’s actual mixed strategy. With the progress of the game, the divergence would decrease due to the knowledge sharing among attackers. We use $a_i^K$ to denote $a_i$’s knowledge.

The above defines the SSG-DUI game, we summarize all notations in Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Meanings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>The traffic map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>The number of the roads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>The set of the nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>The $i^{th}$ attacker (maybe sober or drunk).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_i^K$</td>
<td>The $a_i$’s prior knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>The maximum number of attacker’s friends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>The defender’s mixed strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>The probability of inspecting $a_i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^d_i$</td>
<td>The $a_i$’s reward of escaping from inspecting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P^s_i$</td>
<td>The $a_i$’s penalty of being caught by the police.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_s$</td>
<td>The attacker’s reward of sharing message with friends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U^a_i$</td>
<td>The attacker $a_i$’s expected utility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U^d$</td>
<td>The defender’s expected utility.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Notations and their meanings in SSG-DUI.
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OPRADI: Our Approach in A Nutshell

With the SSG-DUI game, this section introduces a systematic approach to help the police (the defender) form an effective strategy in setting up DUI checkpoints. We name the approach as OPRADI.

**Stage 1: Empirical Data Collection & Analysis**

The empirical data collection has two key operations, Stage 1: Empirical Data Collection & Analysis is going to introduce the main operationalizations in actionable strategic advice to the police. The rest of this section briefly reviews OPRADI and puts it in a real-world road system (e.g., Fig. 5b). Then, we need to define the defender’s strategy as $S$ in SSG-DUI game, which yields a utility in the form of real-world phenomena.

The next step is assigning numeric values to the SSG-DUI game. In the scope of this paper, we simply use the numeric values shown in Tab. 2. In each pair of numbers, the first is the driver’s payoff and the second is the police’s payoff.

**Stage 2: Analytical Framework Assembling**

The empirical data collection has two key operations, collecting traffic flow data of interested time frames and performing sampling observations. While traffic flow data could be easily extracted from the videos recorded by road surveillance cameras, sampling observations have to be done through human efforts. The police often sample a few roads which are the gathering places of restaurants and pubs. They often sit in an unmarked car wearing civilian clothes, watch people exiting from these drinking venues, judge if they are potential DUI-drivers. Doing so allows them to get rough estimations of the proportion of potential DUI-drivers joining the traffic. Thus, with the traffic flow data, they could have some estimations of the distribution of DUI-drivers in the population of all drivers in specific periods.

**Stage 3: Strategy Evaluation & Refinement**

The insights gained in Stage 1 are integrated into a street map (e.g., Fig. 5c) abstracted from the corresponding city’s real-world road system (e.g., Fig. 5b). Then, we need to define attackers’ knowledge sharing mechanism (DUI-drivers and participating sober drivers).

**Knowledge Sharing**: Current OPRADI initializes attackers’ prior knowledge using the simplest uniform distribution, i.e., the probability of the police appearing on every road is the same at the beginning of the game for all attackers. Each attacker shares current knowledge with up to $F$ friends; those who received the message will update their prior knowledge accordingly before joining the traffic. An attacker $a_i$’s knowledge updating process is approximated as a combination of one’s prior knowledge and the knowledge shared by other attackers, see Eq. 5.

$$ a^K_i \leftarrow (1 - \lambda) a^K_i + \lambda \sum_j m_j $$  (5)

where $\lambda$ is the parameter referring to $a_i$’s confidence in the authenticity of the knowledge shared by other attackers and $m_j$ represents the knowledge shared by $a_j$. The knowledge updating would gradually reduce the divergence between an attacker’s knowledge and the defender’s actual mixed strategy. Note that OPRADI may use other sophisticated knowledge updating mechanisms, e.g., stochastic learning dynamics (Arieli and Young 2016), to improve its expressiveness of real-world phenomena.

**Algorithm 1: Calculating the defender’s utility.**

1: Initialize the map $G = (V, E)$ and players including payoff structure $R_i^d, P_i^d, R_i^a, P_s$ and attackers’ prior knowledge $a^K_i$.
2: The defender adopts the mixed strategy $S$.
3: for $a_i$ in attackers do
4: Obtain $a_i$’s strategy based on the prior knowledge $a^K_i$.
5: Calculate $C_i$ i.e., the probability of inspecting $a_i$.
6: Randomly select $F$ friends and update their knowledge according to Eq. 5.
7: end for
8: Calculate defender’s utility according to Eq. 3.

### Table 2: Players’ numerical payoffs used in OPRADI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inspected</th>
<th>Uninspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUI-driver</td>
<td>$(-0.9, 1)$</td>
<td>$(1.1, 0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sober driver</td>
<td>$(0.1, 0)$</td>
<td>$(0.1, 0)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
form of Eq. 3. Thus, by calculating the utility associated with a specific S, and comparing it with other strategies’ utility, we could evaluate each strategy’s effectiveness to identify ones that fulfill our requirement. How to calculate the defender’s utility is described in Algo. 1.

**Refining Strategy:** The refining process starts from a randomly chosen provisional strategy. Then, it will be iteratively refined. OPRADI aims to find a strategy maximizing the defender’s utility, i.e., as many as possible DUI-drivers could be caught. We select the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm to fulfill this task due to its independence to the gradient or any differential form of the objective function (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995). Moreover, OPRADI does not exclude using other derivative-free optimization algorithms like Bacterial Foraging Optimization method (Passino 2002). PSO algorithm optimizes the objective function by simulating the behavioral dynamics of birds in a flock. Algo. 2 lists the pseudo-code of applying the PSO algorithm in our task.

Note that OPRADI does not target finding the Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium (SSE). In SSG-DUI, the stochastic knowledge sharing process leads to uncontrollable uncertainties in attackers’ knowledge and strategies. Thus, the equilibrium would be extremely difficult to be computationally tackled because the state space of the game explodes in a drastic pattern due to the knowledge sharing.

### Algorithm 2: PSO algorithm (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995).

1. Initialize the particles \( k \) which represents a provisional strategy \( S_k \), \( p_{best} \), and \( g_{best} \).
2. for \( iter = 1 \) to \( I \) do
3.   for each particle \( k \) do
4.     Obtain defender’s utility \( U_d^k \) according to Algo. 1.
5.     if defender’s utility \( U_d^k > p_{best} \) then
6.       \( p_{best} = U_d^k \).
7.     end if
8.   end for
9. Set \( g_{best} = \max\{p_{best}\} \).
10. for each particle \( k \) do
11.   Calculate the velocity according to
12. \[ v = \omega v + c_1 p_{best} (p_{best} - p_k) + c_2 g_{best} (g_{best} - p_k). \]
13.   Update the particle according to \( p_k = p_k + v \).
14. end for

### Evaluating OPRADI

OPRADI’s effectiveness is evaluated in both simulated environments and real-world contexts. The results suggest that it can provide improved strategic advice to the police, thus having significant potential in real-world applications. All computations were running on a machine equipped with a 2.8GHz AMD EPYC7543 32-core CPU and 128G memory.

#### Evaluating OPRADI in Simulated Environments

OPRADI was first evaluated with a simple 3×3 grid map. We simulated 10000 drivers (sober drivers and DUI-drivers) as attackers with randomly determined sources and destinations. We assessed OPRADI’s effectiveness by comparing the defender’s payoffs from the following three strategies and the OPRADI strategy.

- **Random Strategy:** Randomly choosing roads as checkpoints.
- **Common Strategy:** Always setting up checkpoints in some fixed places.
- **Stackelberg Strategy:** The defender’s optimal strategy under the assumption that attackers have perfect knowledge of the defender’s strategy.

### Experiment Procedures:

For the above three strategies, we ran simulations to determine the defender’s payoffs. For OPRADI, we first calculated the defender’s strategy and then the payoff corresponding to the strategy. Since we were performing evaluations in simulated environments, no empirical data was necessary. The key parameters of OPRADI were set as follows: (1) an attacker’s number of friends (with who would share knowledge) is sampled from a uniform distribution \( U[0, F] \) where \( F = 30 \); (2) confidence in the knowledge received \( \lambda = 0.4 \); (3) a DUI-driver’s reward and penalty were the default values as shown in Tab. 2. Besides, when using PSO in Stackelberg Strategy and OPRADI related calculations, its parameters were summarized in Tab. 3.

### Experiment Results:

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 depict the main results we obtained. We ran 100 trials in the simulated environment and the cumulative payoff of OPRADI is 565.81 ± 8.64, outperforming the others (Stackelberg: 392.12 ± 5.66, Random: 337.59 ± 31.59, Common: 207.62 ± 1.01). Fig. 3 shows that the slope of OPRADI’s payoff curve remains stable as the number of DUI-drivers increases, indicating OPRADI is more resistant to knowledge sharing than other strategies. In contrast, for Common Strategy, attackers could easily learn the defender’s strategy through social knowledge sharing and bypass these roads since the defender is always locked in fixed places.

Fig. 4 reports the evaluation of OPRADI’s reliability and scalability in different settings of the number of defender resources and the number of DUI-drivers. The x-axis is the number of checkpoints and the y-axis is the utility of the defender in different settings. The colors of the blocks represent the number of DUI-drivers in all simulated drivers. We can conclude that OPRADI is reliable and scalable in multiple settings since (1) increasing police resources constantly yields higher payoffs for the defender, and (2) the number of DUI-drivers being caught is proportional to the corresponding population sizes.

### Table 3: The PSO algorithm’s parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( I )</td>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega )</td>
<td>Inertia coefficient</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_1 )</td>
<td>Acceleration coefficient of ( p_{best} )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_2 )</td>
<td>Acceleration coefficient of ( g_{best} )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Further Analysis: In the above experiment with the small $3 \times 3$ grid map, we noticed that the differences in performances between OPRADI and other strategies became much more distinguishable as the increase of the number of DUI drivers. In such a small road network, the information about the police’s strategy could be learned pretty fast when there are many DUI drivers because the police, as defenders, have very limited strategic choices. To further test such a proposition, we ran another experiment by reusing the settings of the $3 \times 3$ grid map experiment but on a larger, more complex Chiping’s map. Note that we did not bring any empirical data from Chiping into this experiment. The experiment results of 100 trials are shown in Tab. 4. Obviously, OPRADI’s advantages shrank in a larger and more complex map though still outperformed the other three strategies. When maps become larger and more complex, it would take DUI drivers more time to learn the police’s strategies no matter which strategy the police used.

**Evaluating OPRADI in Contexts Reconstructed with Real-world Data**

To further evaluate OPRADI’s in the environment similar to real-world, we conducted experiments with real-world data from Chiping District, a small city in Shandong Province, China, with assistance from the local police bureau. An author paid several field visits to the city during late 2021 and early 2022, and negotiated a collaboration agreement with the local police bureau. Then, the research team and a few police officers executed OPRADI’s three stages together.

**Experiment Procedures:** In stage 1, the local police bureau provided summary traffic flow statistics extracted from the traffic videos collected at the city’s three key crossings between 5 P.M. and 1 A.M. in 2022/06 (see attached data file). The research team also joined a team of plainclothes police officers in sampling observations to identify potential DUI-drivers in some gathering places, and we obtained the percentage of DUI drivers is about 10%. With these two types of data, we estimated the distributions of DUI-drivers over all drivers. Then, we consulted the police officers if these estimations fit their impressions and received affirmative replies. In addition, our police colleagues also offered four recent DUI inspections’ data, which serves as an ideal real-world benchmark to evaluate OPRADI.

Stage 2’s first task was to build an abstract street map from the city’s urban area’s road system. An author manually implemented this transition. The original road system and the abstract map are shown in Fig. 5b & 5c. The insights obtained from the stage 1 were also added to the map. Then, we reused the default knowledge sharing mechanism presented before. According to our observation, drivers often used the group chat function in their social network apps (e.g., WeChat) to share DUI inspection information to multiple people simultaneously rather than sending messages to everyone. So, the cost of sharing such knowledge was minimal. We conveniently set $F = 30$ (upper bounds of the number of friends receiving messages) and $\lambda = 0.4$ (confidence in the knowledge received). The numeric parameters for the SSG-DUI game were set to the default values shown in Tab. 2. We explained the numeric parameters and meanings to our police colleagues, who later confirmed that the values were reasonable. After this stage, the analytical framework was successfully assembled.

Stage 3 was responsible for deriving actionable advice to the police. As we mentioned above, this task was fulfilled by the PSO algorithm, which kept optimizing provisional strategies by interacting with the provisional strategy evaluation module. The provisional strategy evaluation module took charge of calculating the defender’s utility with a specific provisional strategy. The initial provisional strategy was randomly generated. The PSO algorithm’s parameters reused that in Tab. 3.

**Experiment Results:** OPRADI was evaluated against two benchmarks in the simulated environment similar to real-world. The first is “Random Strategy” which the defender randomly decided where to set up checkpoints. The expected

### Table 4: The defender’s expected payoffs with different strategies on Chiping Map without empirical data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Expectations</th>
<th>SDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Strategy</td>
<td>86.62</td>
<td>10.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Strategy</td>
<td>100.59</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stackelberg Strategy</td>
<td>103.14</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPRADI</td>
<td>108.57</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
real-world utilities of these two strategies were calculated in the simulated environment reconstructed from the data collected in Chiping. The second is “Current Strategy” actually used by the police in Chiping. As mentioned above, we obtained “Current Strategy” and its payoffs from our police colleagues’ recent four DUI inspections. The utility of Current Strategy is calculated based on the number of DUI-drivers who were actually caught by Chiping police in these four DUI inspections.

Tab. 5 reports the expected performances of strategies in real-world contexts. The expectations and the standard deviations of random strategy and OPRADI were obtained from 100 trials in the simulated environment. Apparently, OPRADI brought significantly higher payoffs than the other two did. Compared with the Random Strategy, its payoff achieved a 27.46% improvement (112.59 vs. 88.33). Compared with the Current Strategy, its payoff was 2.75 times higher (112.59 vs. 30), suggesting that deploying OPRADI in the police’s practices would enable them to make much better use of their limited resources. It is not surprising that the Current Strategy recorded the lowest payoff. To some degree, it is very similar to the common strategy in the simulated experiment, which almost has no resistance to knowledge sharing among attackers. We went back to the empirical data shared by our police colleagues, and found that the Current Strategy did perform poorly in practice, often could only catch a very small proportion (<5%) of potential DUI drivers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Expectations</th>
<th>SDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Strategy</td>
<td>88.33</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Strategy</td>
<td>30&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPRADI</td>
<td>112.59</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The defender’s expected performances with different strategies.

<sup>3</sup>According to Chiping police’s historical inspection activities in June and July 2022, catching 30 DUI drivers in a single inspection activity was the best performance of Current Strategy.

Preliminary Deployments

Our police colleagues recently started testing OPRADI in their practices. In 2022/08, our police colleagues conducted two DUI inspection activities. During each inspection activity, they set up three checkpoints according to the recommended strategies obtained from the simulated experiments. Tab. 6 summarizes the performances of these two inspection activities which evidence significant improvements, as compared to the inspection activities in June and July.

As we mentioned above, local police employed Common Strategy (usually setting up checkpoints at some fixed locations) in inspections happened in 06 and 07/2022. They conducted four inspection activities setting up seven checkpoints, catching 58 DUI drivers in total. Thus, a single checkpoint only caught 8.14 (58/7) DUI-drivers on average. In 2022/08, with the help of OPRADI, a single checkpoints caught 22.17 (133/6) DUI drivers on average. While these results are preliminary, they provide some support to the effectiveness of OPRADI in real-world applications. The 2.72-time improvement (22.17 vs. 8.14) in each checkpoint’s payoff is non-trivial, also consistent with the performances in evaluating OPRADI in contexts reconstructed with real-world data.

Reflections

In the above section, both the second evaluation study and the preliminary deployment provided solid support to OPRADI’s effectiveness. With our police colleagues, the rationales behind OPRADI’s outstanding real-world performances were briefly analyzed in a qualitative fashion. We found that OPRADI’s advantages were likely to result from the following two considerations.

Making the Knowledge Sharing Explicit

First, OPRADI made the knowledge sharing among attackers explicit in the underlying game model (SSG-DUI). Therefore, when computing the police’s strategies, knowledge sharing must be taken into consideration. Compared with the other three strategies, explicit knowledge sharing forced OPRADI to yield strategies to have some capabilities to resist knowledge sharing. Our police colleagues told us that the strategy provided by OPRADI for DUI inspections, often coincided with some unavoidable paths for a driver leaving drinking avenues, or some positions critical to the traffic network but had been neglected before. Let us have a look at the following intuitive example.

**Example:** Two drivers $d_1$ (sober driver in the right green car) and $d_2$ (DUI driver in the left red car) were driving home (from A to B shown in Fig. 6). $d_1$ would share the location of the checkpoints on road $y$ with $d_2$ after his observation. $d_2$ would choose another route $x - z$ to avoid being
pursued.ing any AI systems in the real-world shall be proactively
researchers (incl. ourselves) and domain experts in deploy-
Thus, the close collaboration between artificial intelligence
mension to the explicit dimension (Polanyi 2009). In return,
Michael Polanyi's knowledge transitions from the tacit di-
codify and integrate them into SSG-DUI models, realizing
put into use. With the OPRADI approach, researchers helped
and knowledge. But they were often tacit and had never been
The police, who were experts of the local city, had rich data
months of efforts. Even establishing some common grounds
Such collaboration cost multiple rounds of negotiations and
from nowhere. They were indeed the product of collabora-
gies that are resistant to attackers' knowledge-sharing.
Figure 6: A simple example showing how a strategy could
be resistant to knowledge sharing among drivers.

inspected by the police. However, if the checkpoint was set
up on road $x$, DUI driver $d_2$ would have no way to escape
even after he got the checkpoints' location from $d_1$. In other
words, setting up checkpoint at road $x$ was a better inspection
strategy with more resistant to knowledge sharing.

The above simple example demonstrates how the strate-
gies could resist knowledge sharing. In real-world contexts,
situations could be much more complex than the exam-
ple. However, the rationale of making knowledge sharing ex-
plain and considering it in identifying the strategies should
bring better performances in catching DUI-drivers.

Integrating with Real-World Data and Knowledge

The second advantage lies in OPRADI’s emphasis on inte-
grating abstract models with real-world data and knowledge.
As we have seen in the “Further Analysis” part of the first
evaluation study, simply using a city’s abstract map did not
bring significant improvements in OPRADI’s performance.
Nevertheless, the extensive empirical data and knowledge
introduced in the first two stages were the critical factors
enabling OPRADI’s success in its preliminary deployment.
They gave the realistic contexts and the domain-specific
hints to the algorithm part of OPRADI to figure out strate-
gies that are resistant to attackers’ knowledge-sharing.

Of course, such data and knowledge were not free or came
from nowhere. They were indeed the product of collabora-
tion between the research team and the local police bureau.
Such collaboration cost multiple rounds of negotiations and
months of efforts. Even establishing some common grounds
took a lot of work. However, all efforts reaped the rewards.
The police, who were experts of the local city, had rich data
and knowledge. But they were often tacit and had never been
put into use. With the OPRADI approach, researchers helped
codify and integrate them into SSG-DUI models, realizing
Michael Polanyi’s knowledge transitions from the tacit di-
men- sion to the explicit dimension (Polanyi 2009). In return,
the police’s DUI inspection efforts become more effective.
Thus, the close collaboration between artificial intelligence
researchers (incl. ourselves) and domain experts in deploy-
ing any AI systems in the real-world shall be proactively
pursued.

Conclusion and Future Work

The current practices of employing sobriety checkpoints for
fighting DUs are most dominated by the police’s experience
and arbitrary judgments, lacking an appropriate and rigorous
game-theoretic model and analytical framework. This paper
fills such a gap by proposing SSG-DUI game, a novel ex-
tension of the classic SSGs, and a corresponding analytical
approach OPRADI. By incorporating DUI-drivers bounded
rationality and social knowledge sharing, SSG-DUI achieves
the balance between the game-theoretic model’s analytic-
cal power and high fidelity in abstracting real-world phe-
nomena. The OPRADI approach built on SSG-DUI pro-
vides effective, actionable solutions to improve police DUI-
Inspection operations by identifying more effective strate-
gies, confirmed by our extensive evaluations. OPRADI has
been deployed in Chiping’s police bureau’s operations and
obtained encouraging performances. We will continue to
monitor its deployment closely and plan for applications in
other cities.

For future work, SSG-DUI is flexible to accommodate
other factors in real-world DUI, e.g., a dynamic driver pop-
ulation. Future work may also include exploring and inte-
grating more sophisticated knowledge-sharing mechanisms
(Bondi et al. 2020) and optimization algorithms (Liang et al.
2006) to improve OPRADI’s performance.
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